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Abstract— For multiple robots performing exploration in
a previously unmapped environment, such as planetary ex-
ploration, maintaining accurate localization and building a
consistent map are vital. If the robots do not have a map
to localize against and do not explore the same area, they
may not be able to find visual loop closures to constrain
their relative poses, making traditional SLAM impossible. This
paper presents a method for using UWB ranging sensors in
multi-robot SLAM, which allows the robots to localize and
build a map together even without visual loop closures. The
ranging measurements are added to the pose graph as edges
and used in optimization to estimate the robots’ relative poses.
This method builds a map using all robots’ observations that
is consistent and usable. It performs similarly to visual loop
closures when they are available, and provides a good map
when they are not, which other methods cannot do. The method
is demonstrated on PUFFER robots, developed for autonomous
planetary exploration, in an unstructured environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

When multiple robots autonomously map a previously un-
mapped area, as in planetary exploration, it is vital that they
maintain estimates of their relative poses to build a complete,
consistent map. Visual loop closures can provide relative
pose measurements when they are available. However, in
typical exploration approaches, the robots explore different
areas, so loop closures are not available and they cannot
build a complete map. We propose an alternative method
of estimating relative poses using UWB (ultra-wideband)
ranging measurements between robots, and we show that
it can be used to build consistent maps in scenarios where
visual loop closures fail. We demonstrate this capability
using PUFFERs, developed for planetary exploration.

The Autonomous PUFFER project is developing auton-
omy for a novel origami-inspired, ultra-compact rover tech-
nology to expand the scientific reach of future NASA mis-
sions. PUFFER is a “pop-up” robot that folds into a small,
smartphone-sized weight and volume [1]. This compactness
allows a large number of PUFFERs to be packed into a larger
“parent” spacecraft at low payload cost, and then used by
the parent spacecraft to provide increased surface mobility.
For example, missions could include a planetary lander with
small rovers for increased exploration. Alternatively, a larger
parent rover could use a collection of PUFFERs to explore
extreme terrains that are easier to access with a small child
rover. When the parent spacecraft finds an exciting region for
exploration, it simply ejects one or more PUFFERs, which
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Fig. 1: Two of the PUFFER robots used in the experiments.

then pop up and explore the target or targets of interest.
In either case, the PUFFERs are sent into environments
without much prior information (e.g., a map) or localization
infrastructure (e.g., GPS). Consequently, they must rely on
themselves to localize within the environment and build
a map, but can also coordinate with other PUFFERs, as
well as the parent spacecraft, by exchanging data over a
communication network. This is known as the multi-robot
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem.

Our approach to multi-robot SLAM is largely driven by
our system’s architecture. This system has multiple rovers,
each equipped with motor encoders and a stereo camera
with included inertial measurement unit (StereoLabs ZED
Mini). They have sufficient compute power to run visual-
inertial odometry on-board in real time, but pose graph
optimization may take a long time to complete. They have
a wireless radio to transmit data to and from other rovers or
the parent spacecraft, which allows for offloading data and
computation tasks. In this paper, we offload the pose graph
optimization to the parent spacecraft with more compute
power at the expense of needing to spend energy and time
transmitting data. The tools to support data exchange are
not described in detail in this paper–it is sufficient to know
that this mechanism is capable of asynchronously sharing
pose graph data from rovers to the parent spacecraft and
map updates from the parent spacecraft to the rovers. Lastly,
the system also equips each rover, as well as the parent
spacecraft, with a pair of UWB ranging radios (Decawave
DWM1001) to measure rover-to-rover and rover-to-parent
distances bidirectionally.

The contribution of this paper is a method for using
ranging measurements in multi-robot SLAM to estimate
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robots’ relative positions, which enables them to build con-
sistent maps even when loop closures cannot be found. The
measurements can be collected over a large distance and
do not require inter-robot communication. This method adds
range edges to the pose graph, which are used in pose graph
optimization to constrain the robots’ trajectories at times
when loop closures are not available, such as when they
explore separate non-overlapping areas. In experiments with
PUFFERs, we show that this method performs similarly to a
visual loop closure-based approach when loop closures are
available. When visual loop closures are not available, range
edges still enable us to build a consistent map, while other
methods fail to produce a usable map. To our knowledge, this
is the first example of utilizing UWB range measurements
for multi-robot SLAM in an application with few visual loop
closures.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Pose Graph Optimization

Single-robot Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) is a well-studied problem; see Taketomi et al. [2]
for a complete discussion. Multi-robot extensions have been
proposed for most popular SLAM implementations. Early
examples included multi-robot SLAM systems based on
particle filters [3], [4], Kalman filters [5], and information
filters [6]. However, like in the single-robot case, filter based
algorithms accumulate error and do not allow for global map
updates. Current approaches typically perform EKF-based
visual odometry for short-term localization and maintain the
map and pose history as a pose graph, which can be updated
via optimization and bundle adjustment

Multi-robot SLAM implementations have two unique as-
pects: they must detect inter-robot loop closures and they
must either provide communication for maps and pose histo-
ries to be shared or do distributed optimization and mapping.

Inter-robot loop closures are required to combine each
robot’s map into the global map and to estimate robots’
relative positions. These loop closures are found when robots
directly observe each other [4] or when they observe the
same landmark [7], [8] or scene [9], [10]. Loop closure
methods can be computation-intensive, as robots do signif-
icant image processing onboard to find features or image
descriptors for matching. Also, most vision-based place
recognition requires viewing the scene from nearly the same
perspective. For small robots with cameras near the ground,
like PUFFERs, achieving this requires that the two poses are
in nearly the same place which is often not realistic. This
paper presents an alternative to visual loop closure using
range measurements, which can be collected over a larger
distance and require no inter-robot communication.

The other challenge commonly faced in multi-robot
SLAM is pose graph optimization. In the centralized ap-
proach, a central server maintains the global pose graph
and robots share all poses and observations with the server.
Robots may perform single-agent SLAM onboard [11], [12]
or collect data and share it with the server [8]. This method
benefits from additional computational power available on

the server, but is limited by the need for continuous com-
munication to maintain an updated map. In the distributed
approach, each robot maintains a pose graph and performs
optimization onboard, and has only limited knowledge of
other robots’ trajectories [7], [13], [14]. Because these meth-
ods exchange information between robots only when they
can, they are robust to drops in communication but may have
worse performance, particularly if communication is lost for
a long time. This paper uses centralized pose graph optimiza-
tion, but reduces the reliance on continuous communication
by only exchanging completed mapping sessions which can
be shared and integrated with the global map at any time.

Multi-session SLAM is an application that is closely
related to multi-robot SLAM. Multi-session SLAM is con-
cerned with only a single robot at a time, and expects
that map sessions will be collected and later joined to
optimize them and build a complete map. While multi-
session algorithms do not support multiple robots, they often
provide a framework that can be adapted for centralized
implementations. Maplab [15] is one such multi-session
SLAM algorithm, and in this paper we adapt it to multiple
robots. Other examples include RTAB-Map, which produces
a 3D reconstruction of the scene [16], [17], and the imple-
mentation developed by McDonald et al., which was the first
such system and uses iSAM as the pose graph backend [10].

B. Range Sensors

UWB sensors work by measuring the time-of-flight of
a signal sent from one UWB sensor and received by an-
other, which is then converted to a range measurement. By
arranging 4 or more around a workspace, triangulation of
these measurements is possible. This solution for position
estimation is used widely as an alternative to camera or
laser based tracking systems. While they are less precise
than other options (eg. the DWM1001 UWB sensor used
in this paper has measurements with a standard deviation
of 2 cm, compared to camera tracking and LiDAR systems
that offer mm scale precision), they are easier to install,
inexpensive, don’t require line-of-sight and work well in
brightly lit outdoor environments.

There are numerous examples of fusing UWB range mea-
surements from 4 or more sensors with measurements from
an inertial measurement unit (IMU) allowing the estimation
of a full 6 degree-of-freedom pose on a single robot [18],
[19], [20]. Taking this a step further, Lutz et al. included
UWB range measurements in a visual-inertial SLAM system
[21]. Relative pose estimation was demonstrated by Trawny
et al. using only dead-reckoning and inter-robot distance
measurement [22]. It was also shown by Lee et al. that it
is possible to estimate scale in a monocular visual odometry
system using only a single UWB sensor pair [23]. The system
we have developed can operate on as little as one robot
containing a camera, IMU and UWB sensor and a base
station that also has a UWB sensor, essentially combining
the SLAM and single UWB pair measurements described
above into a single system. However, the focus of this paper
is how our system can also be scaled to include multiple
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robots that measure their range to each other and include
these additional range measurements as edges in the multi-
robot SLAM problem.

III. ALGORITHM

A. PUFFER Localization Subsystem

For localization and mapping within the PUFFER system,
we use maplab [15], which includes two parts:

1) ROVIOLI, an online visual-inertial odometry (VIO)
tool that estimates state using an extended Kalman
filter [24], localizes against a previously created map,
and produces a map from the series of past poses, and

2) the maplab console, an offline map-merging tool with
plugins to load maps from different sessions, find loop
closures between them, and optimize the multi-session
map.

We adapt this framework for semi-online multi-robot local-
ization.

As each robot moves to scientific or exploration targets,
it runs ROVIOLI in one or more sessions and creates a
map from each session. In addition to VIO, our ROVIOLI
implementation incorporates velocity updates from wheel
odometry. These odometry measurements help the filter to
estimate IMU biases, which are often not observable during
typical PUFFER operation due to the low velocities and lack
of high-dynamic movement.

When a robot begins a new map session, its pose is
initialized from the end of the previous session. Additionally,
the most recent localization map received from the base
station is passed into ROVIOLI, allowing it to localize
against observations made by other robots without explicitly
having those robots’ pose histories or observations.

Once a map session is completed, it is shared with the
centralized base station as communication is available. The
base station runs the maplab console, where it maintains
a map of all sessions received from all robots. As new
sessions are received, they are added to the map, loop
closures are found with any previous missions, and the pose
graph is re-optimized. From this optimized pose graph, an
updated localization map is shared with all active robots.
Additionally, the observations made during the map session
are incorporated into the global map, which is used by the
base station to identify science targets.

Individual robots do not maintain a long-term map of
their own pose history and they do not find loop closures
onboard. This frees up onboard computing for other pro-
cesses. Additionally, a robot does not know the location
or observations of other robots. If communication is lost, a
robot’s operation is not affected. It continues to explore and
produce map sessions, to be eventually shared with the base
station if the connection is re-established. It does not receive
updated localization maps, but these are not necessary for
basic operation.

B. Pose Graph Optimization with Range Edges

Maplab uses a pose graph designed to find loop closures
and optimize over multiple missions, which are created from

map sessions. The vertices vi are landmarks and poses within
the missions. Poses represent a 6-DOF robot pose at a
specific timestamp. Landmarks represent stationary points in
the map, and have only position. Edges represent constraints
of different types between poses, with edge eij representing
the constraint between vi and vj . The edge type describes
the type of measurement used to estimate the constraint
and determines how the edge is added to the optimization.
Visual-inertial edges connect consecutive frames in a single
mission, and contain estimated transformations from inertial
and visual measurements. Landmark observation edges con-
nect keyframes to landmarks they observe, and loop closure
edges directly connect keyframes that observed the same set
of landmarks. Each mission has an associated base frame,
which is estimated when the mission is added to the map by
aligning it with the other missions. All poses in the mission
are measured relative to the mission base frame.

During general pose graph optimization, the following
optimization problem is solved:

X∗ = arg min
X

∑
i,j

‖fij(xi)− xj‖2Λ (1)

Here, xi is the pose of vertex vi, and fij describes the
constraints for edge eij . ‖·‖Λ is the Mahalanobis distance
with covariance Λ. When an optimization is performed, this
measurement is set up for each edge, and the Ceres nonlinear
optimization library [25] is used to solve the optimization.

When a range measurement is made from one robot to
another, it is added as an edge to the global pose graph. The
edge is attached to the vertices corresponding to the poses
on those robots with time nearest the measurement time.
The edge contains the measured range value and estimated
variance. If suitable pose graph nodes cannot be found for
both robots involved in the measurement, the measurement
is dropped.

A range edge has a single 1-dimensional measurement rij
with variance σ2

r . Additionally, to account for occasional spu-
rious measurements with the range sensors, we implement
range edges using switchable constraints, as introduced by
Sünderhauf and Protzel [26], [27] and also used by maplab
for some types of loop closure edge. Switchable constraints
allow some edges to be switched off (with some penalty) if
they cannot be reconciled with the rest of the pose graph.
The edge between nodes xi and xj has a switch variable
sij , and a switch function Ψ(sij) : R→ [0, 1] describing the
state of the edge. When Ψ(sij) = 1, the constraint is used
normally, and when Ψ(sij) = 0, it is switched off. For each
edge, we add to the optimization problem the expression:

1

σ2
r

(Ψ(sij)(f(xi, xj)− rij))2 +
1

σ2
s

(γij − sij)2.

Here, γij is the prior value for the switch variable. Initially,
all edges are switched on, so Ψ(γij) = 1, and turning
off a constraint incurs a high penalty. But if the constraint
is switched off, the term describing the error from it is
0, allowing spurious measurements to be ignored without
needing to perform a complex outlier rejection procedure.
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Fig. 2: (a) Measured range by one pair of sensors over a
series of distances. Spurious measurements at the integer
below the true range value are visible. (b) Mean of errors
from this test, with spurious measurements removed. Error
bars show one standard deviation.

The variance of the switch variable is σ2
s , which determines

how difficult it is to switch a constraint off.
For the switch function Ψ. we use the sigmoid function

Ψ(sij) =
1

1 + e−sij
.

Sünderhauf and Protzel originally proposed this formula-
tion [26], as it is nearly a step function between 0 and 1, but
is differentiable everywhere. They proposed to use switch
variables to make SLAM robust to incorrect loop closures,
which induce very large errors. They found in a later work
that a linear function (Ψ(sij) = sij , with sij ∈ [0, 1]) worked
as well and could optimize at extreme values of sij , where
the sigmoid has derivatives near zero [27]. However, as we
will describe in Sec. IV-A, the errors our sensors exhibit
are relatively small, and we need to disable those errors
altogether. This is not possible with a linear switch function,
as it only lowers the weight on those edges as much as
necessary. Thus, while the standard is to use a linear switch
function, we opt for the sigmoid since it gives a nearly step
response, which is the desired binary behavior.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Range Sensors

The error model of the Decawave 1001M UWB ranging
sensors was evaluated by placing pairs of sensors at sev-
eral distances apart and measuring the mean and standard
deviation of each sensor’s measurement. To produce results
that directly apply to their use during PUFFER operation,
these values were measured in the test environment, with the
sensors inside the robots. Results of these measurements are
shown in Fig. 2. The range measurements are unidirectional

Fig. 3: Three PUFFERs moving within the test area. The test
area was mostly flat, with scattered rocks. This is reflected
in the map built using range measurements.

and do not require communication between the robots, so
measurements made by each robot in a pair at the same time
are independent.

Overall, the measurements at a particular distance are
stable, with mean close to the true range value and standard
deviation of about 0.02 m. The measurements do not show
any systematic bias or scale factor, but they do contain some
artifacts. Occasionally, the measurement will drop to the
integer below the true value, as though the decimal part of
the measurement is truncated. These spurious measurements
could potentially be removed, but that would risk also
removing real measurements when the true range value was
near a whole number of meters. Instead, these measurements
are included, and are eliminated during optimization by the
switchable constraints.

B. Experiment Setup

Recall that each rover (PUFFER) is equipped with a ZED
Mini stereo camera (with integrated IMU) and a pair of De-
cawave 1001M ultra-wideband ranging radios. Consequently,
each PUFFER is capable of stereo visual-inertial odometry
that integrates motor encoder data. The resulting pose graphs
are exchanged over the network with a base station, that
can provide an optimized map back to all PUFFERs. The
software implementation was achieved in ROS (Robotics
Operating System) by building upon maplab. It runs locally
on-board the PUFFER’s Nvidia Jetson Nano, as well as on
a standard Intel x86-64 NUC or laptop.

We performed experiments with two and three PUFFERs
in the JPL Mars Yard, an outdoor planetary exploration ana-
log environment. For all experiments, the area covered was
fairly flat with scattered rocks (see Fig. 3). Visual odometry
was performed in real time, and pose graph optimization was
performed offline on the base station, a laptop with Intel Core
i7 processors and 16 GB of RAM. Ground truth positioning
was not available during the experiments. However, we
evaluate the quality of the localization by evaluating the map
produced from the collected images after optimization.

In both experiments, the range-optimized maps show
consistency and detail. The maps are continuous, and they
show flat terrain in the areas that the robots traveled and
identifiable obstacles where rocks were observed. With two
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Fig. 4: Trajectories from the two-robot experiment (a) with
no optimization and after optimization using (b) loop clo-
sures only and (c) range measurements only. We use (b)
as a truth reference. Note the larger scale in (a), which is
corrected by both types of optimization.

robots, we show that the optimized solution with only range
edges produces similar results to the solution with visual
loop closures between the robots. With three robots, no visual
loop closures were available. We show that the map produced
without range measurements is unusable, but optimizing with
range edges produces a consistent, usable map.

C. Two-Robot Experiment

Two PUFFERs, AP1 and AP4, were driven around in a
5m×6m area. Their trajectories, shown in Fig. 4, covered
most of the area, with significant overlap between the two
trajectories. While no ground truth positioning was available,
the trajectories had enough overlap to allow for several loop
closures between them. Thus, we use the optimized solution
from loop closures as a reference (cf. Fig. 4b). Relative to this
reference, the error in the trajectories before optimization is
shown in Fig. 5. Notably, the visual odometry-only solution
with no optimization has a significant scale error, which is
observed and corrected during optimization.

For each robot, the images, IMU, and wheel encoder
measurements were processed into a map session using
ROVIOLI, the online VIO portion of maplab. These map
sessions were added into a pose graph as missions, with the
baseframe of each mission initialized from loop closures.
This simulates planetary exploration, where the robots would
initialize their baseframes by being placed in a known
location or by measuring their pose relative to the lander.

During the experiment, each robot collected range mea-
surements to the other robot. The range measurements varied
between 1 and 5 meters and exhibited the same error model
and occasional spurious measurements described above, as
shown in Fig. 7. Approximately 2500 measurements were
collected by each robot during the 7-minute experiment, so
only a subset of them were used. To ensure that the subset
selected was well-distributed over the whole trajectory, every
tenth measurement from each robot was added into the pose
graph for optimization, adding 512 edges total.

The robot trajectories after optimization with range edges
only are shown in Fig. 4c, with errors relative to the reference
in Fig. 6. Range measurements improve the pose estimates
for both robots significantly. The errors compared to the
solution with loop closures are much smaller and less noisy
than before optimization, showing that much of the detail
in the trajectories can be captured with range edges. The
optimized solution with range edges also has nearly the same
scale as the reference solution, showing that much of the
scale error in the visual odometry solution can be observed
with range edges. Additionally, Fig. 8 shows where the range
edges are located on the trajectories and which edges are
switched off. Notably, no edges have switch variables with
values near zero; all edges are either on or off. It is not
visible from the image, but the edges that are switched off are
those with measurements at the integer below the expected
range, indicating that they are incorrect measurements and
the switch variables are removing them as desired.

Additionally, we evaluate the map created from the opti-
mized pose graph, as this is the main product of the localiza-
tion and mapping subsystem. The stereo dense reconstruction
tool in maplab is used to construct point clouds from each
pair of stereo images, then integrate those point clouds into a
dense map, shown in Fig. 9. The map created from the range-
optimized solution shows similar consistency and detail to
the map with visual loop closures, and is much more usable
for navigation than the map created with no loop closures.

D. Three-Robot Experiment

Three PUFFERs (AP1, AP4, and AP5) were driven around
in a 10m×10m area. The robots all began near the same
initial location, representing the base station. Despite their
initial proximity, they were not near enough for loop closures
to be found between all robots to initialize their poses.
Instead, they were initialized manually based on measured
initial poses. The robots were driven in exploration-like
trajectories: they covered only new terrain, and their paths
did not overlap. This is typical of the behavior that would
be used by PUFFERs during autonomous exploration. They
would mostly explore different areas with little overlap to
build the map most efficiently.

During the experiment, each robot collected range mea-
surements to each of the other robots. The maximum ranges
observed were about 6 meters, with the same error properties
as previously described. Again, every tenth range measure-
ment from each robot was used in optimization, with 774
total range edges added to the pose graph. This resulted in a
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Fig. 5: Errors in unoptimized trajectories compared to reference trajectories with loop closures in the two-robot experiment.
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Fig. 6: Errors in optimized trajectories with range edges compared to reference trajectories with loop closures in the two-robot
experiment.
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Fig. 7: Range measurements in the two-robot experiment. (a)
Measured range from AP1 to AP4. (b) Measured range from
AP4 to AP1.

Fig. 8: Range edges used during optimization in the two-
robot experiment. Edges marked in green are switched on,
and edges marked in red are switched off.

distribution of range measurements over all of the trajectories
and between all pairs of robots, as shown in Fig. 10.

The optimized solution using only loop closures is shown
in Fig. 11a. In evaluating this experiment, less than 10
features were matched between the initial positions of AP4
and AP5, and none were matched between either of them
and AP1 or in the rest of their trajectories. Thus, visual loop
closure-based pose graph optimization failed to find a rea-
sonable set of trajectories, even when the robots’ baseframes
were initialized manually. Note that this solution places the
paths of AP4 and AP5 on top of one another, even though
they actually did not cover the same area. The unoptimized
solution is not shown here, but it showed the same behavior,
with the paths of AP4 and AP5 overlapping. No loop closures
were found later in the trajectories, so optimization with loop
closures was unable to correct this error.

On the other hand, because range measurements were
available throughout the dataset, our approach using pose
graph optimization with range edges was able to identify
the separate trajectories followed by each of the robots.
The pose estimates produced with range edges correctly
show paths that do not overlap, shown in Fig. 11b. This
is also visible in the reconstruction produced by each set of
trajectories, as shown in Fig. 12. The optimization with range
edges produces a smooth map, which is continuous between
areas covered by different robots and has recognizable rocks.
However, the optimization without range edges gives a
discontinuous map in which objects are not identifiable and
two layers of ground are even projected on top of each other.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a method for adding range
measurements between robots to a pose graph and using them
in optimization for multirobot SLAM. These range edges can
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 9: Reconstructed maps from the two-robot experiment with noise removed, colored by depth. (a) The map created with
no optimization. (b) The map created with visual loop closures. (c) The map created with only range measurements. In both
(b) and (c), the area is flat and individual rocks can be identified.

Fig. 10: Range edges used in optimization with three robots.
Edges between AP1 and AP4 are shown in red, between AP1
and AP5 in green, and between AP4 and AP5 in blue.

be used to augment other types of measurements that may
be made, including loop closures made by the same robot
revisiting a past location, inter-robot loop closures made
by different robots visiting the same area, and sensor mea-
surements describing a robot’s motion between consecutive
poses. In scenarios where visual inter-robot loop closures
are available, optimization with range edges has similar
performance. In scenarios where visual loop closures are not
available, range edges constrain the robots’ trajectories so a
map can be built using all of their observations, which is not
possible without those measurements. We demonstrate the
performance of optimization with range edges on datasets
with two and three PUFFERs in the JPL Mars Yard, on
trajectories typical for their use.

This approach helps to constrain the trajectories of robots
operating together when they cannot use visual inter-robot
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Fig. 11: Optimized trajectories in the three-robot experiment
with (a) loop closures only and (b) range edges. All robots
began and ended in the lower left corner. Note that during
the experiment, AP5 remained between AP1 and AP4 at all
times and the paths of the robots did not overlap.

loop closures. However, it can only perform this task in post-
processing. In the future, range sensors would be more bene-
ficial to multi-robot systems by constraining their pose in real
time, so that their observations can immediately contribute to
a global map. This can be partially done by measuring range
to a fixed point and incorporating those measurements into
the real-time EKF. To get the full benefit of inter-robot range
measurements, the robots must exchange information about
some poses to use the measurements onboard. The question
of how to exchange this information and what information to
exchange is currently an open problem in multi-robot SLAM,
and will need to be solved to effectively use inter-robot range
measurements in real time.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 12: Reconstructed maps from the three-robot experiment
with noise removed, shaded by depth on the left and a side
view on the right. (a) The map created with visual loop
closures. (b) The map created with range measurements. The
map in (b) shows a flat surface with identifiable rocks, while
the map in (a) does not have recognizable features and has
two layers on top of each other.
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